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bstract

In this review we summarize novel aspects of the hydration and internal properties of polyelectrolyte multilayers formed by layer-by-layer
ssembly. Reflectivity techniques monitor the water content and swelling behavior, while spin relaxation monitors water mobility. Odd–even
ffects in dependence on the number of layers are discussed in terms of an influence of the terminating layer. Other novel methodological

pproaches like X-ray microscopy or NMR cryoporometry address the water content in hollow capsules, and the water pore size distribution,
espectively. Multilayer material properties are relevant for different applications. As a novel concept, dielectric properties are monitored in a field
ffect transistor device. Ion mobility and redox processes in multilayers are revealed by the electrochemical properties. Mechanical properties of
ultilayers, studied by colloidal probe atomic force microscopy depend on the conformation of the polymers involved.
 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Electrostatic interactions between polyelectrolytes and
harged surfaces are the basis for building up multilayer mate-
ials of polyelectrolytes of alternating charge by layer-by-layer
ssembly [1]. The field of polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEM)
as, after a tremendous increase of the number of publica-

ion already in the 1990s, even expanded further in the past
ears. A major development and trigger towards novel types of
pplications certainly was the development of hollow polymeric
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apsules. Capsules can be prepared by adsorbing polyelectrolyte
ultilayers on colloidal templates and subsequently removing

he core [2,3]. Polyelectrolyte multilayers have numerous poten-
ial applications in various fields such as containers, sensors,
rug delivery, etc. Past review articles have summarized the
tate of the art of multilayers and their properties [4–10], and of
apsules with respect to release applications [11,12].

In the early years, structural parameters such as the layer
hickness or surface coverage were the main tools to follow

ultilayer formation, where in particular X-ray and neutron
eflectivity revealed aspects of layer growth and internal entan-
lements [13–15]. Today, an enhanced understanding of the
nternal properties of the multilayer assembly is developing. A

ajor interest in these films is the possibility to tune the com-

osition of the membrane and its thickness on the nanometer
cale. Here, one of the most important question concerns the
ater content of the multilayer film or capsule wall, respectively,
hich determines key properties like permeability and elasticity.
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he hydration water controls the local molecular interactions,
specially the polyion–polyion complexation. In addition, the
elevance of hydrophobic interactions in layer formation is
ncreasingly discussed [16].

In the first part of this article, we summarize recent stud-
es of hydration of PEMs. Reflectivity studies can monitor the
ater content and swelling behavior. As a novel experimental

pproach, X-ray microscopy can extend analysis of the water
ontent to capsule systems and add spatial resolution to the
nformation. NMR techniques such as spin relaxation or cry-
porometry are based on the dynamic properties of the hydration
ater in PEMs: spin relaxation gives information about the
ydration water mobility, and cryoporometry monitors the pore
ize distributions in PEMs. Finally, an example of an approach
o control the water content is given, where wax nanoparticles
re employed.

In the second part of the article we describe investigations of
ifferent material properties of PEM which have major relevance
or applications. The dielectric properties were monitored by a
ovel transistor-based approach, while the permeability of PEMs
owards small multivalent ions is an important issue in separation
pplications. Finally, the mechanical properties are described by
olloidal probe AFM experiments on flat PEM films.

. Hydration of polyelectrolyte multilayers

.1. Water content determined by reflectivity methods

Concerning structural investigations of PEM, which pro-
ide data on the water content, there were mainly scattering
xperiments involved, dealing with film thickness and poly-
lectrolyte density in multilayers at the solid/air interface. As
he polyelectrolyte layers are very sensitive to the water con-
ent of the environment, it is necessary to conduct structural
nvestigations also at the solid/liquid interface to clarify the
nternal structure in situ. A few years ago a direct cross-
heck of the film structure was performed employing X-rays
t the solid/air and neutrons at the solid/liquid interface of the
ame films built from poly(styrene sulfonate)/poly(allylamine
ydrochloride) (PSS/PAH) bilayer pairs [17]. This investigation
evealed pronounced differences between the freshly adsorbed
art (ad-part) and the re-swollen precursor part of the films at
he solid/liquid interface. The analysis of the neutron reflec-
ivity of the solvent swollen film prior and after adsorption of
ix additional (PSS/PAH) bilayers strongly suggested a sig-
ificantly increased amount of water and thus an increased
cattering length density of the ad-part of the multilayer. The
ater volume fraction of 42% found inside the precursor film

fter moderate swelling (∼10%) upon exchange of the environ-
ent compared well with the value reported for a very similar
ultilayer examined in saturated D2O atmosphere [15]. The
ater volume fraction inside the freshly adsorbed ad-part was
uch higher. It was estimated to 56%. This part of the multi-
ayer stack shrunk upon drying by 50%. The X-ray reflectivity
atterns of this film taken at the solid/air interface, prior and
fter adsorption of the ad-part revealed no difference between
recursor and ad-block in the “dry” state at ambient conditions.

s
c
b
d
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s mentioned above, the thickness of polyelectrolyte films is
ependent on the amount of water sorbed from the environment
15,17]. Dehydration over P2O5 leads to shrinkage of films pre-
iously investigated in ambient laboratory atmosphere due to the
vaporation of water from the multilayer structure. It is assumed
hat the polymer network tightens on dehydration without rear-
angement of the loop structures within the layers with no lateral
nhomogeneity being inferred in the dehydration process. This
ould mean that water molecules are removed from the polymer
etwork and that they leave a void volume within the film, which
s not completely filled by the polymer upon film shrinkage,
resumably because of steric hindrance of the polymer chains.
he polyelectrolyte multilayers were found to re-swell almost
ompletely in saturated D2O atmosphere. From the re-swelling
xperiments it was shown that the average water content inside
ully hydrated films (100% relative humidity, r.h.) is larger than
0% by volume with twice as much water associated with PSS
s with PAH [15]. This corresponds to eight water molecules
ssociated with one ion pair in a polyanion/polycation com-
lex. Farhat et al. [18] found a hydration number of 6 for the
ystem PSS/PDADMAC (PDADMAC: poly(diallyl dimethy-
ammonium chloride) by infrared spectroscopy. The difference
as explained by a higher C/N+ ratio, i.e. higher hydrophobic-

ty, in the latter case. Those numbers are further corroborated
y a very recent ATR-FTIR investigation on counterions and
ater uptake in polyelectrolyte multilayers as a function of salt
oping. Jaber and Schlenoff found six water molecules associ-
ted with each PSS/PAH and seven water molecules associated
ith each PSS/PDADMAC pair [19]. Glinel et al. also found a
2O content of about 50% in a completely swollen PSS/PAH
ultilayer [20]. Irrespective of the substrate and the presence

f an initial PEI layer a maximum water content of about 75%
as reported for PLL/PGA (PLL: poly-l-lysine; PGA: polyglu-

amic acid) multilayers prepared under physiological conditions
21].

The incorporation of inorganic particles into multilayers
eems to reduce the water content. Multilayers of unilamellar
itania crystallites and PDADMAC contain about 18 vol.% of
ater in a r.h. of 90% [22]. The titania film needed more than 1 h

o be equilibrated with the surrounding moisture. Kleinfeld and
erguson have reported a similar hydration/dehydration process
or a multilayer film of laponite sheets and PDADMAC which
akes place within seconds [23]. This difference in kinetics may
e related to the chemical nature of the nanosheet crystallites.
he Titania nanosheet has a higher charge density than smec-

ite clay minerals which consequently leads to higher hydration
nergy.

Experiments done with ellipsometry showed that the steady-
tate value (thick multilayers) for water was much lower
20–25%) than in neutron reflectometry studies (40–55%). The
xperimental error was less than 10%. Hence, experimental
mpreciseness cannot be the reason. The principal difference
etween both methods is that in case of neutron reflectometry

tudies D2O is used, while the present ellipsometry studies are
arried out against H2O. This gives a hint for an isotopic effect
eing observed. Since the thickness is more or less the same the
ensity of D2O must be higher than that of H2O. One reason for
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Fig. 1. Subsequent neutron reflectivity curves from a PSS/PAH multilayer
against liquid D2O (a), and against saturated D2O vapor (b). While the reflectiv-
ity curves against liquid D2O fully superimpose (with equilibration time in the
minutes range), there is a strong time dependence of the measurements against
D2O vapor. Note, that the expected final state (sim full hydration), as calcu-
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ated from the water content of the fully swollen film against liquid D2O, is not
eached even after 14 h exposure to D2O vapor. Both multilayers were exposed
o H2O before drying and brought into contact to D2O (liquid or vapor) then.

different total amount of water could be the different ability to
orm hydrogen bonds [24,25].

Differences in the kinetics of water uptake and release are
lso observed between the exposure to saturated water vapor
nd to liquid water. Neutron reflectometry measurements on
SS/PAH or PSS/PDADMAC multilayers showed that swelling
gainst liquid water was finished within the first minutes. Fig. 1a
hows the coincidence of two sequential neutron spectra of poly-
lectrolyte multilayers against liquid water. This kinetics stays
ast irrespective of the water isotope, and the water isotopes are
xchanged instantaneously. If the multilayer was exposed to the
ame water isotope before and after drying, no time effect was
etected, and also the water uptake from vapor was very fast (not
hown here). The equilibrium water content after exposure to liq-
id water or vapor must be the same, since the chemical potential
f saturated vapor and liquid water is the same. For instance, after
toring a coated wafer in saturated water vapor the contact angle

id not change anymore. This means that the deposition of the
ater droplet did not change the surface anymore, and the mul-

ilayer had been already completely swollen before the droplet
as put on the surface The experimental difficulty is to ensure
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00% r.h. Especially at high r.h. the multilayer is sensitive to
mall changes in r.h., i.e. for small derivations from saturated
apor [26]. In contrast to this, the water uptake against vapor
ay take several days [24,25] if the isotopes are exchanged.
tarting from the dry state after preparation (i.e. after exposure

o H2O), and transferring the multilayer into D2O vapor an equi-
ibrium could be not detected even after days. Fig. 1b shows the
pectra before and after exposure to D2O vapor. The solid line
ndicates the reflectivity at full hydration, which is not reached
ithin the experimental time. This leads to the conclusion, that

he exchange of H2O molecules by D2O molecules takes much
onger (order of days) than the water uptake itself (order of min).

.2. Water content determined by soft X-ray microscopy

A novel approach to access the water content was recently
eveloped by employing X-ray microscopy. This technique is
articularly promising, because of its applicability to volume
ystems, i.e. hollow microcapsules: polyelectrolyte capsules are
outinely characterized at the micrometer scale by confocal
icroscopy, which provides information about the global shape

f capsules in water, and also by atomic force and electron
icroscopy that allow measurement of the membrane thick-

ess and roughness at the nanometer scale. However, these later
echniques cannot provide such high resolution information in
nvironmental conditions – e.g. in aqueous suspension – because
hey require drying of the specimen.

Here, full-field transmission X-ray microscopy (TXM) devel-
ped at BESSY II (Berlin) was used [27], which allows the
bservation of soft matter in aqueous environment with a
igh resolution of 20 nm. In the so-called “water window”
E = 284–543 eV) a natural contrast is obtained. This “window”
orresponds to photon energies between the K shell absorption
dge of carbon and oxygen, where water molecules absorb less
han carbon-rich substances. Temperature sensitive microcap-
ules, consisting of four double layers of PDADMAC and PSS,
rreversibly shrink upon heating from 4.5 to 1.3 �m with a con-
omitant increase of the shell thickness [28]. TXM was used to
nvestigate the morphological changes, as well as the variation of
he wall composition of these polyelectrolyte capsules brought
n under heating.

After imaging capsules heated at different temperatures (20,
0, 70, and 90 ◦C), transmission profiles were extracted along
he diameters of the shells (Fig. 2). These curves were fitted
sing a simple model of a hollow sphere with a constant density
n the membrane.

The calculations yielded geometrical parameters (such as size
nd membrane thickness) as well as density of the hydrated poly-
lectrolyte multilayers. This density is reduced compared to that
f dry PDADMAC/PSS precipitate because of voids filled with
ater within the multilayer membrane. Comparing the apparent
ensity to that of dry precipitate yielded the volume fraction and
lso the amount of hydration water. The results are presented in

ig. 3 and show a partial dehydration of the multilayers during

he temperature-induced rearrangement.
Before heating the multilayers are highly hydrated (78%

ater). It is worth to note that the water content of the cap-
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ig. 2. TXM micrographs of initial (PDADMAC/PSS)4 capsules and after heat

ule walls is much higher than of the same material prepared on
lanar interfaces (45–55% water). This indicates a more loosely
acked structure in case of capsule wall material. Moderate heat-
ng excluded about 10% of the water, while heating at 70 ◦C or

ore clearly produces a weakly hydrated “glass”. The walls
ontain finally only about 45% of water after such a drastic
hrinkage.

As a conclusion, direct quantitative imaging of soft mat-
er in environmental conditions by soft X-ray microscopy is

very promising technique that opens new application for
hemical physics. Making use of the different absorption coeffi-
ients of oxygen and carbon, material distribution and water
ontent can be quantified by analysis of the transmission

mages. In the case of temperature sensitive PDADMAC/PSS

icrocapsules, this technique validated and quantified the tran-
ition of hollow shells to filled spheres upon heating above

ig. 3. Water content as a function of the external radius for capsules heated at
ifferent temperatures.
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r 20 min at 70 ◦C in water, and the corresponding fitted transmittance profiles.

0 ◦C. The water content remained low approaching room tem-
erature, which was consistent with the glassy state of the
ystem.

.3. Odd–even effects in PEMs

Due to the alternating deposition of polycations and polyan-
ons the surface potential of the outermost layer, terminating
he assembly, commonly varies between positive and nega-
ive values. This causes alternating external conditions for the

ultilayers. For a number of multilayer properties, reversible
ariations with the sign of charge of the terminating layer were
bserved, which became evident as ‘odd–even’ effects in depen-
ence on the number of single layers, n. Evidently, surface
roperties such as the ζ-potential are determined by the termi-
ating layer, therefore ζ is reversibly alternating [3]. Similarly,
ater contact angles alternate, reflecting the surface energy of

he terminating layer [26,29]. In contrast, the influence of the ter-
inating layer on internal multilayer properties is not directly

vident. The electrostatic potential, which decays into the mul-
ilayer assembly, changes sign in dependence on the sign of
harge of the terminating layer. This can have an influence on
he internal electrochemical properties and lead to an alternat-
ng odd–even behavior of averaged properties of multilayers in
ependence on n.

For example, the average dissociation of carboxylic groups
n multilayers was increased by a terminating polycation layer,

nd decreased by a terminating polyanion layer, as shown by
R spectroscopy [30]. For a weak polyelectrolyte layer of PMA
mbedded in a multilayer system of strong polyelectrolytes the
egree of dissociation depended on the charge of the terminating
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ayer [31]. The second harmonic generation (SHG) efficiency
lternated with the number of layers [32].

Very pronounced odd–even effects were found in the mobil-
ty of the hydration water in multilayers [33]. In this study, the

ethod of solvent spin relaxation monitors the average mobility
f the water in aqueous dispersions. This technique was applied
o the hydration water during the process of adsorption of the
olycation PAH to latex particles and to multilayers on particles,
espectively [34]. While for adsorption to bare particles differ-
nt mobilizing and immobilizing contributions to the net water
obility are found, the adsorption of PAH to multilayers was

ccompanied by a large decrease of the net water mobility [34].
ince the specific relaxation rate is proportional to the product of

he bound fraction of water and the motional correlation time,
his implies either a large increase of the bound fraction, or a
eduction of the average water mobility. A study of the depen-
ence on the number of layers could attribute the large water
mmobilization to a reversible odd–even effect, see Fig. 4 [33].
pon adsorption of a PAH layer, the water mobility is decreas-

ng, detected by an increase of the specific relaxation rate, R2sp.
2sp is proportional to the fraction of water bound in layers, fB,
nd its motional correlation time, τC. Hence, an increase of R2sp
s either due to an increase of fB, and thus a swelling of the lay-
rs, or an increase of τC, i.e. a reduction of the dynamics of the
ound water. Upon adsorption of a PSS layer, the water mobil-
ty is increasing again, see Fig. 4. Interestingly, this odd–even
ffect was observed for PAH/PSS, but not for PSS/PDADMAC
nternal layers, where R2sp was increasing monotonously with n
33].

However, employing PDADMAC as the terminating layer on
PAH/PSS multilayer system, the water mobility could again

e controlled, see solid triangles in Fig. 4. It was thus concluded
hat the odd–even effect is not controlled by the hydration prop-

rties of the terminating layer itself, but that it is the sign of the
urface potential which induces changes of the water mobility
n the internal layers. In addition, as can bee seen from Fig. 4,

ig. 4. Specific relaxation rate of water protons reflecting water immobilization
n dispersions of colloids coated with n layers of PAH/PSS [33]. Dashed lines
re connecting the data points. Full lines visualize the amplitude of the odd–even
ffect.
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ig. 5. Multilayer thickness in dependence on the number of deposited layers
or two different relative humidities [26].

he amplitude of the odd–even effect is increasing linearly with
he number of layers, which is further evidence of an integrated
ffect over all internal layers up to at least n = 9 [33]. It was con-
luded that reversible variations of the hydration water dynamics
n PSS/PAH multilayers occur in dependence of the potential of
he terminating layer. In addition, odd even variations of water

obility were also detected by measurements of the spin–spin
elaxation rate R1 [35,36].

It was speculated whether this odd–even effect in water
obility is associated with swelling and de-swelling, i.e. a

ariation of the water fraction fB in the multilayer [33]. In
rder to distinguish between the influence of fB or τC, respec-
ively, structure sensitive methods like neutron reflectometry
nd ellipsometry were used to determine the water content.
or this purpose, several studies dealt with multilayers at pla-
ar interfaces, employing identical preparation conditions as for
ultilayers on particles, e.g. no intermediate drying of the layers.
After drying of such layers, ellipsometric layer thickness data

ere measured for films in equilibrium with water vapors for
wo different humidities, see Fig. 5. While the thickness of a
SS/PAH multilayer after drying (at 3.5% r.h.) increases lin-
arly with n, the thickness in the water swollen state depends
n the outermost layer and increases in zigzag shape. After the
eposition of PSS the film swells and PAH adsorption leads to
hrinking. This was also obvious in the refractive index, which
s larger for films containing less water, i.e. with PAH outside
26].

The decrease of thickness upon PAH adsorption indicated that
ater is pressed out of the multilayer when PAH is adsorbed,
hile again more water diffuses into the multilayer upon adsorp-

ion of the next PSS layer [26]. It is worth to mention that the
igzag shape of the upper curve in Fig. 5 is indeed due to swelling
nd de-swelling by water and has nothing to do with a loss in
olymer material, as confirmed by the linear increase under dry
onditions (3.5% r.h.).

These results could mean that PSS associates more water than
AH. Interpreting this in context with the above NMR data, it
ould be the swelling after PSS adsorption which remobilizes

he water within the multilayer. Due to the swollen structure
fter the adsorption of PSS there could be ‘voids’ for mobile
ater. After the adsorption of a PAH layer, the multilayer struc-

ure is slightly more compressed, whereby part of the water
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ig. 6. Volume fraction of the exchangeable water in dependence of the
umber of adsorbed layers [26], expressed as the swelling ratio, where it is
d = dswollen − ddry = d (98% r.h.) − d (3.5 r.h.).

an be expelled and part of the mobile water can be immobi-
ized. Fig. 6 shows the relative change in thickness �d/dswollen
ue to water uptake in saturated vapor in dependence on the
ype of polyelectrolyte in the terminating layer. This relative
hange in thickness is related to the exchangeable water and
oes not reflect the amount of water, that cannot be removed by
imple drying (e.g. hydration water). The latter type of water
oes not show any odd–even effect, since the thickness at dry
ir (r.h. = 3.5%) increases monotonically in Fig. 5. However,
he amplitude of thickness variations in saturated vapor is low
ompared to that of the variations in spin relaxation rate. Fur-
hermore, the difference between the water content for a PAH
urface and PSS surface decays rapidly with the number of lay-
rs, see Fig. 6. The average ratio of exchangeable water content
evels off at 23% in a 26-layer film.

It is concluded that in terms of layer thickness, a few outer
ayers only respond to the deposition of the next polyelectrolyte
ayer, while the inner layers remain more or less unaffected.
hus, the small odd–even effect of the total water content
ecomes less pronounced with increasing number of layers.

A neutron reflectivity study was also performed at identi-
al preparation conditions as for multilayers on colloids [37].
ere, structural data were taken in situ during the adsorp-

ion process, i.e. the layers were characterized in contact with
ater to ensure comparability with the layers of the NMR

tudy. However, in order to allow an adequate data analysis,
he minimum thickness of multilayers for neutron reflectometry
xperiments should be 200–300 Å (i.e. thicker than in ellipsom-
try experiments). Therefore, 27–30 layers were deposited at
.25 mol/L NaCl. For these conditions odd–even variation was
etected neither in total thickness, nor in solvent fraction. How-
ver, for layers prepared at 1 mol/L NaCl with a similar total
hickness, an odd–even effect was detected in the solvent frac-
ion; while the layer thickness showed a monotonous increase,
ee Fig. 7. This implies that in spite of a monotonous layer
rowth without swelling or de-swelling, internal properties of

he hydration water, i.e. the density, can be driven by the outer
otential, giving rise to variations of the solvent fraction. Mul-
ilayers with PSS as the terminating layer yield a larger solvent
raction than the ones with PAH outside, which is consistent

a
w
i
m

ig. 7. Average solvent fraction and total layer thickness for multilayers of
AH/PSS prepared with 1 M NaCl. The even numbers of layers correspond to
ultilayers terminated with PSS [37].

ith the trend in the ellipsometric thickness data taken against
apors.

The occurrence of odd–even variations in layer thickness can
e discussed as dependent on the number of adsorbed layers, n.
or small n (n < 13) an odd–even effect occurs with respect to the

hickness and solvent fraction. With increasing n the amplitude
f thickness variations becomes smaller, while the variation of
he average water fraction is still apparent. At large n, n > 25,
nally, both variations have decayed. This is consistent with
revious studies which showed that a region of a few outer lay-
rs differs from the internal layers. For example, the outer layers
ontain a larger fraction of water, as shown above by the decrease
n average water content in PSS/PAH multilayers with increas-
ng n. The influence of the zone of loosely packed outer layers
ecreases with n for properties averaged over the whole multi-
ayer. Similarly, for PLL/PGA multilayers, such a decrease of
ater fraction was observed for n > 6 [21]. A proof of an inho-
ogeneous density profile had also been given by permeability

38] and mobility studies [39].
Thus, the small odd–even variations observed in ellipsometry

an be attributed to the properties of a few outer layers, which
re subject to swelling and de-swelling in dependence on the
erminating layer. With increasing number of layers, these vari-
tions are less pronounced, as internal layers dominate the film
roperties. Variations of the average solvent fraction decay less
apidly, as they are still pronounced for n around 15, but have
ecayed for n above 25.

As to the strongly pronounced odd–even variations in spin
elaxation experiments, the following conclusions can be drawn.
ariations in thickness or solvent fraction cannot be responsi-
le for the odd–even effect of spin relaxation for two reasons.
irst, the amplitude of the water content (i.e. thickness and sol-
ent fraction) never varies by more than 20%. Second, thickness
ariations are only present in a few outer layers and steeply
ecay already below n < 10. In contrast to this, the odd–even
ffect of the water mobility still increases with n in this regime,

nd the mobilization can change by more than a factor of 4
ithin the studied region of layer numbers. Thus, the dominat-

ng influence on R2sp is clearly due to odd–even variations of the
otional correlation time. Hence, the odd–even variation has to
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Fig. 8. Temperature dependence of the 1H NMR echo intensity for an aque-
ous dispersion of colloidal silica coated by PDADMAC/(PSS/PAH) . Spheres:
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an average over all water-filled voids in the film, for permeation
only paths which are interconnecting sufficiently large pores
are relevant. The agreement can be understood as indication of a
very homogeneous nanostructure of polyelectrolyte multilayers.
0 M. Schönhoff et al. / Colloids and Surfaces

e attributed to a dependence of water dynamics on the sign of
urface potential of the terminating layer.

The molecular mechanisms for these different aspects of
dd–even variations are not finally clarified. Under the assump-
ion that the change in surface potential controls both water
ontent and water mobility, the decay length of the potential of
he outer layer must be quite large (i.e. in the order of several tens
f nanometers). In dissociation experiments, the decay length in
ultilayers was estimated to 10 layers [31], while in spin relax-

tion experiments no saturation of the odd–even amplitude was
bserved up to nine layers [33], which implies a decay length of
t least 15 nm. Negligible counterion content in PEM and a low
ielectric constant might cause a large internal Debye length.
his would be in agreement with the long decay length reported

n Section 3.1 and in [40], induced by a concentration of free
ons in the order of 10−4 to 10−3 mol/L within the multilayer at

oderate permittivity (εr: 20–50).
In conclusion, there are in the meantime a number of experi-

ents demonstrating odd–even variations in PEM. The effect of
he terminating layer on average multilayer properties is rather
ifferent. While effects on the total multilayer thickness related
o swelling and de-swelling of water are little pronounced and
ccur only in a few outer layers, the influence on water mobility
n multilayers is significantly more pronounced and has a larger
ecay length.

.4. Pore size distributions in polyelectrolyte multilayers

A novel approach of determining pore sizes has recently
een applied to polyelectrolyte multilayers [41]. In NMR cry-
porometry, the multilayers are considered as a porous material,
here any free volume, i.e. in voids, which is occupied by
ydration water is interpreted as pores of different size. The
ibbs–Thompson equation describes the relation between the

reezing point depression of a liquid and the size of a small
pherical volume, which it is occupying. Samples consisting of
oncentrated dispersions of PEM-coated colloidal silica were
ooled and upon subsequent heating the liquid water 1H sig-
al was detected in dependence of temperature. Liquid water
as detected at temperatures as low as −80 ◦C, demonstrat-

ng the presence of nanopores where water has a large freezing
oint depression. Fig. 8 shows the increase of the amount of
iquid water with increasing temperature. Here, water in pores
f increasing size is successively melting. A model assuming
og–normal distributions of the motional correlation time of
ater allowed to fit different pore size modes to these curves

41]. For the colloidal silica employed as the template, two pore
ize modes were identified (dashed curve). For coated particles,
he total water signal was dominated by water in a pore size

ode arising from the multilayers, see dotted curve.
Pore size distributions were extracted from a quantitative

nalysis and decomposition of the different contributions. The
ore size distribution in multilayers showed a maximum around

nm, and a width implying that pore sizes of up to 3 nm occur,

ee Fig. 9 [41].
A slight dependence of the average pore size on the number

f layers, n, was found. The average sizes are 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, and

F
(
s
t

4

xperimental data; dashed line: contribution of water in silica pores; dotted line:
ontribution of water in multilayer pores; solid line: fit of the experimental data
ith three modes [41].

.5 nm for n = 7, 8, 9, and 10, respectively [41]. Larger pores
ould be the consequence of a more loose packing of the polymer
ayers with increasing n, while in a multilayer system with small
, the pore size distribution is dominated by a close packing of
he first layers on the substrate.

A comparison of these pore sizes with cut-off values obtained
y permeation experiments is instructive. Jin et al. [42] as well
s Liu and Bruening [43] investigated the size-dependent trans-
ort of small molecules through PSS/PAH membranes. Their
stimated cut-off sizes were 0.7 nm and about 1 nm, respec-
ively. The agreement between this method and cryoporometry is
emarkable, since both methods monitor porosity in completely
ifferent ways. While pore sizes from cryoporometry represent
ig. 9. Pore size distribution for colloidal silica coated by PDADMAC/
PSS/PAH)4 as extracted from Fig. 8. Dashed line: contribution of water in
ilica pores; dotted line: contribution of water in multilayer pores; solid line:
otal distribution [41].
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the wax-covered and annealed film was much lower and strongly
decreased with increasing proximity to the silica substrate.

These results demonstrate that the deposition of wax nanopar-
ticles atop the polyelectrolyte multilayers, followed by the
cheme 1. Description of the two-step process generating an impervious capp
anoparticles; step 2, subsequent fusion of the wax nanoparticles.

.5. Controlling water uptake: PEM nano-waterproofing by
ax particles

Since polyelectrolyte films are highly hydrophilic, they
re sensitive to environmental conditions such as atmospheric
umidity (see Section 2.1), high or low pH and high ionic
trength [14,17,44–47]. This sensitive behavior may cause the
enaturation or the destruction of the film at extreme conditions.
he stability of PEMs in dependence on external parameters
as been compared to the conditions for multilayer formation in
olution [48,49].

Different routes have been explored to reduce the perme-
bility of the films towards water or small polar molecules.
hey are essentially based on the deposition of a hydrophobic
oating atop the self-assembly. For instance, poly(styrene) (PS)
nd Nafion layers were successfully adsorbed onto the films,
resumably preventing penetration by water [50,51]. However,
his requires the presence of an organic solvent for the depo-
ition of the hydrophobic polymer. Charged nanoparticles were
lso adsorbed onto polyelectrolyte multilayers and subsequently
ydrophobically modified to produce super hydrophobic sur-
aces [52,53]. In analogy with biological membranes, uniform
ipid bilayers were also deposited on polyelectrolyte multilayers
54–59]. Even if these lipid bilayers were shown to efficiently
revent the diffusion of small molecules in the films, they suffer
rom mechanical instability under stress. Here, an alternative
pproach was explored, which consisted of the adsorption of
harged wax nanoparticles atop the multilayers followed by the
ubsequent melting of the particles at the moderate tempera-
ure (Scheme 1) [20]. This two-step process which generates a
ydrophobic capping layer, was tested on (PAH/PSS)n multilay-
rs with a positively charged outer surface.

The deposition of negatively charged wax nanoparticles onto

he polyelectrolyte multilayers was successfully achieved as evi-
enced by the inspection of the characteristics of the coated and
ncoated films reported in Table 1. The immersion of the poly-
lectrolyte film in the wax suspension caused an increase of the

able 1
haracteristics of wax-coated and uncoated polyelectrolyte films before and
fter annealing at 60 ◦C

ample Before annealing After annealing

Thickness (nm) Contact angle (◦) Thickness (nm)

PAH/PSS)7.5 24 ± 1 46 ± 3 24 ± 1
PAH/PSS)7.5/wax 45 ± 3 100 ± 4 35 ± 2

F
n
a
(
a
s

yer on a polyelectrolyte film: step 1, electrostatic adsorption of charged wax

lm thickness, accompanied by a large increase of the water
ontact angle. Moreover, the inspection of the morphology of
he wax-coated film by AFM revealed that the wax particles are
andomly distributed over the surface [20].

The fusion of the wax nanoparticles into a continuous layer
fter annealing at 60 ◦C was also evidenced by the decrease of
he average ellipsometric thickness of the wax-coated films upon
nnealing (Table 1).

The study of the swelling behavior of uncoated and wax-
oated films was performed by neutron reflectivity (NR) in
2O. Indeed, a direct view of the distribution of D2O within

he film can be obtained by this technique due to the sensitivity
f NR to deuterium. The scattering length density profiles com-
uted for films immersed in D2O [20] were converted to D2O
epth profiles. Fig. 10 displays the results obtained for uncoated
PAH/PSS)9.5 and wax-coated and annealed (PAH/PSS)9.5/wax
lm. The D2O profile determined for uncoated sample revealed
high penetration by water accompanied by an increase of the
lm thickness. In contrast, the amount of D2O incorporated in
ig. 10. Distribution of D2O in polyelectrolyte multilayers as determined by
eutron reflectivity measurements: (PAH/PSS)9.5 (top) and (PAH/PSS)9.5/wax
nnealed at 60 ◦C (bottom). The vertical arrow indicates the thickness of
PAH/PSS)9.5 film measured in the dry state. The dashed lines indicate the aver-
ge thickness of the films in D2O. The D2O depth profiles were computed from
cattering length density (SLD) profiles [20].
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Fig. 11. Change in surface potential �ψ caused by the adsorption of polyelec-
trolyte layers against number of deposition steps. The buildup of multilayers
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ubsequent fusion of the nanoparticles, generates an effective
arrier layer which prevents penetration by water. This method
hould be promising to preserve the performance of multilayer
lms against environment.

. Material properties of polyelectrolyte multilayers

.1. Dielectric properties

Dielectric properties of PEM have so far been characterized
y impedance and dielectric spectroscopy [60], and by determin-
ng internal polarity by fluorescent probes [61]. A novel way to

onitor dielectric properties of PEM was recently demonstrated
y a silicon-on-insulator (SOI)-based thin film resistor. Differ-
ntly charged polyelectrolytes adsorbing to the sensor surface
esulted in defined potential shifts. The response of the device
an be modeled assuming electrostatic screening of polyelec-
rolyte charges by mobile ions within the PEMs. The screening
ength κ−1 inside the PEMs was found to be increased compared
o the value corresponding to the bulk solution. The partitioning
f mobile ions between the bulk phase and the polyelectrolyte
lm can be employed to calculate the dielectric constant of the
EMs and the concentration of mobile charges. For different
olycations, significant differences in the dielectric constants of
he polyelectrolyte films and in the concentration of mobile ions
ave been observed.

Field effect devices allow the determination of the surface
otential at the sensor/electrolyte interface. However, this tech-
ique is best suited to quantify variations of the surface potential
ather than absolute values, as most times important parameters
uch as contact potential, number of surface sites or quality of
he oxide are not accessible. In contrast, in electrokinetic stud-
es absolute results can be obtained. In these measurements,
he zeta-potential at a shear plane outside the outer Helmholtz
lane is determined with respect to the outer solution bulk value.
hus, for PEM the zeta-potential is measured at the side where
ew layers are adsorbed, whereas field effect devices measure
he surface potential at the substrate/polyelectrolyte interface.
herefore, the latter are strongly dependent on screening effects
ithin the polyelectrolyte films, which are not accessible by

eta-potential measurements. A direct comparison of zeta-
otential measurements with surface potential measurements is
f extreme difficulty as different boundary conditions apply for
ither experiment. In the case of zeta-potential measurements the
oundary conditions for the solution of the Poisson–Boltzmann
quation are given by the surface charge of the substrate and
otal charge neutrality which immediately leads to alternating
eta-potentials independent of the number of layers assum-
ng the same absolute charge densities for adjacent PE layers.
n contrast, in our system the boundary conditions are given
y a constant reference voltage. Combined measurements of
urface potential and zeta-potential have shown that even for
ncoated substrates variations of the surface potential and the

eta-potential can differ by an order of magnitude [62] as the
eta-potential is measured outside the outer Helmholtz plane
t a distance of a few Ångströms from the surface. For both
lectrokinetic and surface potential measurements, care must be

w
H
a
i

onsisting of PDADMAC and PSS is shown. The calibration measurement
llows the calculation of �ψ from the change in sheet resistance shown in
ig. 12.

aken to control the pH as well as the type and concentration of
ons in the buffer solution. In addition, surface properties such
s the density of surface sites that can be protonated or deproto-
ated have an influence on the measured potentials. In the case
f field effect devices the surface site density strongly influ-
nces the charge sensitivity of the sensor because any change
f surface charge caused by adsorbed molecules can partially
e compensated by protonation or deprotonation. These effects
an alter the response to charge adsorption. However, relative
easurements, such as the dependence of the charge sensitivity
ith increasing distance to the surface, are not affected [63].
A silicon-on-insulator (SOI)-based field effect device can be

sed to monitor in real time the buildup of PEM. A theoretical
escription has been introduced to relate the response of such a
evice to the properties of the PEM [64]. The model allows the
etermination of the dielectric constant and the concentration of
obile ions within the films.
The sensor chips were fabricated from commercially avail-

ble silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers as described in [65,66].
he sheet resistance of the device was monitored continuously
uring the multilayer deposition. The deposition of alternately
harged polyelectrolytes resulted in defined shifts of the sheet
esistance. First, the sensor was equilibrated with pure buffer
olution. Next, a solution containing the polycation was injected,
uch that the positively charged polymers bind to the negatively
harged silicon oxide surface decreasing the sheet resistance.
he chip was rinsed with buffer solution and the anionic PSS was

njected. The adsorption of the negatively charged molecules
ncreased the sheet resistance. The system was rinsed with buffer
nd the deposition cycle could be repeated. Fig. 11 shows the
orresponding change in surface potential �ψ for the buildup
f PDADMAC/PSS multilayers.
�ψwas determined from the change in sheet resistance using

he calibration measurement. The change of the surface potential
ψ between adjacent depositions of polycation and polyanion

as plotted against the number of deposition steps in Fig. 12.
ere, �ψ is shown for two different polycations PDADMAC

nd PAH in combination with PSS adsorbed from buffer contain-
ng 50 mM NaCl. �ψ decreases with increasing layer number
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Fig. 12. Amplitude of the surface potential oscillations during multilayer
buildup as a function of the number of adsorbed layers. The change of surface
potential between adjacent depositions is calculated from the change of sheet
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esistance�R as indicated in the inset for the deposition of PAH/PSS films. Val-
es for the screening length inside the polyelectrolyte films are obtained from a
t (solid curves).

nd thus with increasing distance from the sensor surface which
an be explained in terms of Debye screening of polyelectrolyte
harges by mobile ions. The screening length κ−1 inside the
EMs was obtained from a fit of�ψ as a function of the number
f layer. For both systems, κ−1 was increased compared to the
alues corresponding to the bulk solution. κ−1 was determined
y the concentration of mobile ions and by the dielectric constant
. The partitioning of mobile ions between the bulk phase and the
olyelectrolyte film can be employed to calculate ε and the con-
entration of mobile charges from κ−1 [64]. Interestingly, the
ignal decrease is much faster for the PAH/PSS (κ−1 = 6 nm)
ystem as compared to PDADMAC/PSS (κ−1 > 33 nm) [67].
hese values for κ−1 correspond to a dielectric constant ε= 30

or PAH/PSS and ε< 19 for PDADMAC/PSS. Concentrations of
obile ions are in the order of 1 mM for PAH/PSS and <0.02 mM

or PDADMAC/PSS. The different values found can be inter-
reted in terms of a different chemical structure of the polycation
ackbone. The deposition of PAH/PSS films has also been stud-
ed from buffer solution containing 500 mM NaCl [64]. Here,
= 21 and a concentration of mobile ions of 0.6 mM has been

ound. Differences in the dielectric constant of PEM deposited
rom solutions of different ionic strength can be either explained
n terms of a different water content of the films or by a different
raction of immobilized to free water as oriented water molecules
how a decreased dielectric constant.

In comparison to the ion content extracted from structural
ethods, which amounts to about 0.1 M [19], thus, the content

f mobile ionsin PEMs is far lower, and the method described
ere is unique in yielding concentrations of mobile ions.

.2. Permeability of exponentially growing polyelectrolyte
ultilayers towards multivalent small ions
Polyelectrolyte multilayers can be used as ion separation
embranes [68,69] and for this aim one has to understand and to

ngineer their permeation behavior towards species of varying
harge and size. Most previous studies described the perme-
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tion behavior of linearly growing films such as PSS/PAH [70]
r PSS/PDADMAC [71,72]. As a general trend, it was found that
uch films display small permeability towards multivalent ions
like hexacyanoferrate (II), osmium bipyridine and ruthenium
exaamine) as long as a minimum number of pairs of layers
as deposited atop the working electrode. This critical number
f layer pairs, usually between 3 and 5, depends on the chosen
olyelectrolyte combination as well as on the film deposition
onditions. The permeability of these kinds of compact multi-
ayers, in which the internal charge compensation is mostly of
intrinsic” nature is small. By “intrinsic” charge compensation
t is meant that the amount of charges provided by the poly-
ation matches closely the amount of charges provided by the
olyanion in the bulk of the film [73]. The permeability could
e increased by performing the film buildup from solutions of
igher ionic strength [72]. This behavior was rationalized by
eans of an ion doping model: sites for multivalent ions can be

reated when the film was previously swollen by an increase in
onic strength [74]. The fact that the PSS/PDADMAC combina-
ions of polyelectrolytes may lead to strongly impermeable films
llows to produce anticorrosive coatings [75]. However, it has
o be noticed that the films made from PSS and PAH are highly
ermeable to protons owing to their small size and hydration
40].

Some polyelectrolyte multilayer films whose permeation
electivity can be pH switched for anions or cations have also
een produced and characterized [76,77].

In comparison to the number of studies performed with
ynthetic polyelectrolytes, whose layer-by-layer self-assembly
ost often leads to linear film growth (at small to intermediate

onic strengths), up to now only a small amount of research has
een reported which describes the permeability of exponentially
rowing films to multivalent ions [77–79].

Cyclic voltammetry was used to acquire knowledge about
he internal charge distribution and the permeability of exponen-
ially growing polyelectrolyte multilayers [80,81] with respect to
ultivalent (positively and negatively) charged redox probes. It

s the aim of this part of the review to summarize recent findings
n this field and to estimate a reasonable value of the Donnan
otential inside PEI–(PGA–PAH)n multilayer films [82]. The
ery peculiar behavior displayed by the PEI–(HA–PLL)n films
HA: hyaluronan) will also be described [83]. Finally some per-
pectives will be given concerning some applications of these
lms acting as selective ion traps.

The permeability of PEI–(PGA–PAH)10, PEI–(PGA–
AH)10–PGA (hence films differing in their nature
nly by their last deposited layer), PEI–(HA–PLL)7 and
EI–(HA–PLL)7–HA films was investigated by combining
yclic voltammetry on gold electrodes and Fourier transformed
nfrared spectroscopy in the totally attenuated reflection mode
ATR-FTIR). The full experimental details can be found in
efs. [82,83].

As a first result it was found that PEI–(PGA–PAH)10 or

EI–(PGA–PAH)10–PGA multilayer films, whose thickness
as close to 1 �m [81], were highly permeable to the tetravalent
e(CN)6

4− anions and that the permeation kinetics needed over
bout 2–3 h to reach a steady-state (Fig. 13). It is also noteworthy
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Fig. 13. Time evolution of the cyclic voltamograms (performed at a scan rate of
200 mV/s) on a gold electrode covered with a PEI–(PGA–PAH)10 film and put in
contact (at time t = 0) with a Tris–NaCl buffer containing 1 mM of Fe(CN)6
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82]. Curve 1 was taken immediately after the electrode immersion into the
olution, curves 2 and 3 were acquired after 20 and 240 min of incubation,
espectively.

hat the cyclic voltamograms were characteristic of a reversible
rocess with a spacing between the oxidation and reduction
eaks close to 70 mV (the theoretical value for a one electron
rocess at 298 K is 59 mV). This result is totally different from
hat obtained on PEI–(PSS–PAH)10 or PEI–(PSS–PAH)10–PSS
lms whose buildup was performed under the same condi-

ions: in agreement with literature data these films were totally
mpermeable to hexacyanoferrate (II) [70]. In addition, for the
PGA–PAH)n films, the steady-state values of the oxidation and
eduction peak currents were only slightly sensitive to the nature
f the last deposited polyelectrolyte: in the case were the hex-
cyanoferrate (II) containing buffer was put in contact with the
AH ending film, which was expected to act as a trap for these
nions, the oxidation and reduction currents were only about
0% higher than for PGA ending films.

This finding pointed to the fact that the bulk of the film acts
s a trap for the negatively charged hexacyanoferrate (II) ions.
his might well be the consequence of an “extrinsic” internal
harge compensation with an excess positive charge afforded
y the amino groups of PAH (these charges then being com-
ensated not only by carboxylate groups from PGA but also
y the Cl− ions present in the Tris–NaCl buffer). To validate
his assumption, permeation experiments were performed by
mmersing the same films into Tris–NaCl buffer containing the
ositively charged ruthenium hexaamine. Indeed, as expected,

he cyclic voltamograms were purely capacitive curves with no
etectable oxidation/reduction peaks.

Hence these PGA–PAH multilayer films buildup at pH 7.4
ust display a positive Donnan potential. These findings are in

w
b
i
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otal agreement with those of Noguchi and Anzai in the case of
alginic acid–PAH) containing multilayer films [79].

By rinsing the hexacyanoferrate (II) saturated films with pure
ris–NaCl buffer it was found that the amount of released species
as always smaller than 15%. Cyclic voltammetry experiments
n these films were then performed at different scan rates: it
as found that the peak currents for both the oxidation and

eduction processes varied linearly with the potential scan rate:
his is typical for a thin film behavior. Moreover, at small scan-
ing rates the oxidation and reduction peaks became symmetric:
ntegration of the area under each of this peak yielded the a of
harges of incorporated hexacyanoferrate (II) species which is
qual to (3.0 ± 0.4) × 10−4 C. Knowing the area of the electrode
nd the film thickness it was possible to estimate the concentra-
ion of the electroactive species inside the film, which resulted
n (0.90 ± 0.50) mol/L. This concentration is about three orders
f magnitude higher than in the bulk of the Tris–NaCl buffer
ontaining 1 mM of hexacyanoferrate (II). Assuming equilib-
ium between the electroactive species in bulk solution and in
he film, an estimate of the Donnan potential φD of the film was
btained, using the concentrations c1 and c2 of Fe(CN)6

4− in the
lm and in solution, respectively, and employing the Boltzmann
elation [70]:

c1

c2
= exp

4FφD

RT

here T, F and R are the temperature, the Faraday constant and
he ideal gas constant, respectively. The factor 4 is due to the four
harges borne by the hexacyanoferrate (II) ions. The Donnan
otential was thus estimated to be of the order of 44 ± 5 mV.

Owing to the very small and slow hexacyanoferrate (II)
elease in pure buffer, we investigated the effect of putting the
e(CN)6

4− saturated multilayer in presence of either PGA or
AH solutions. When a PGA ending film was put in contact
ith a PGA solution at 1 mg/mL, both the oxidation and reduc-

ion currents decreased rapidly and were found to be identical to
ure capacitive currents after about 30 min. When a PAH ending
lm was put in contact with a PAH solution the final result was

he same as previously, though the release kinetics was slower:
he oxidation and reduction currents totally vanished after about
0 min (Fig. 14).

This behavior cannot be attributed to a film dissolution pro-
ess as was demonstrated by means of ATR-FTIR spectroscopy:
hen a film saturated with Fe(CN)6

4− was put in contact with
PGA solution, the absorbance due to the cyano groups of

exacyanoferrate (II) decreased, whereas the absorption due
he amide I band, originating only from the PGA molecules,
ncreased (Fig. 15). This demonstrates that the hexacyanofer-
ate (II) ions are exchanged by the PGA molecules diffusing
nto the film. Indeed, it was shown that the exponential growth
f the PGA–PAH films is due to the diffusion of PGA into and
ut of the film when it is put in contact with PGA and PAH
olutions, respectively [81].
The hexacyanoferrate (II) release from the PAH ending film
hen it is put in contact with a PAH solution cannot be explained
y such an ion exchange mechanism, because PAH is not diffus-
ng into such PGA–PAH multilayers in the time scale of about
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Fig. 14. Evolution of the peak current intensities with time when a
PEI–(PGA–PAH)10–PGA film saturated with hexacyanoferrate (II) is put in
contact with a buffer solution containing PGA at 1 mg/mL (circles) and when a
PEI–(PGA–PAH)10 film is put in contact with a PAH (at 1 mg/mL) containing
buffer (squares) [82]. The peak intensities are normalised to the peak current
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anionic sulfated polysaccharides (�- and �-carrageenan) which
mainly differ by their conformation in solution (Fig. 16). Indeed,
�-carrageenan is known to present a random coil conformation
in solution and cannot form gels [85], whereas �-carrageenan
ntensity at time t = 0, i.e. before the Fe(CN)6 containing films are put in con-
act with polyelectrolyte solutions. The closed and open symbols correspond to
he oxidation and reduction currents, respectively.

h. Probably the PAH molecules in solution act as a trap able to
lowly extract the hexacyanoferrate (II) anions out of the film.

Very interestingly, when the same kinds of experiments were
erformed on exponentially growing PEI–(HA–PLL)7–HA
lms, quartz crystal microbalance measurements showed that
exacyanoferrate (II) ions induced an important, but not a quan-
itative, dissolution process of the multilayer film [83]. This
ehavior was attributed to the very weak cohesion of this kind
f film: the interaction between the positively charged groups
f PLL and hexacyanoferrate (II) should be stronger than the
nteractions between PLL and HA. An experimental evidence
or that was provided in the following experiment: when, hexa-
yanoferrate (II) (carrying four elementary charges) is replaced

y its oxidized form, Fe(CN)6

3−, the HA–PLL film behaved
ike the PGA–PAH film did with respect to hexacyanoferrate
II). Indeed, the Fe(CN)6

3− ions were accumulating into the

ig. 15. Time evolution of the integrated absorbance due to hexacyanoferrate (II)
at 2033 cm−1) and due to the amide I elongations of PGA (between 1600 and
700 cm−1) when a PEI–(PGA–PAH)18 film saturated with hexacyanoferrate
II) is put in contact with a PGA solution at 1 mg/mL [82].
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EI–(HA–PLL)7–HA films and were only removed from it
hen the film was put in contact with the diffusing polyelec-

rolyte, namely PLL [83]. Both of these studies [82,83] showed
hat it is possible to release a molecule embedded inside of
he film by putting it in contact with a polyelectrolyte solu-
ion without a macroscopic change in pH. This is in contrast
ith most of the previous drug or dye release reported exper-

ments from multilayer films which were realized upon a pH
hange [77] which has normally to be avoided for biological
pplications.

.3. Influence of the sub-structure of PEM on their
echanical properties

The possibility to switch and/or tune the properties of PEM by
xternal stimuli is of great interest to trigger the functional prop-
rties of the material such as the wettability, the (bio)adhesivity
r the permeability [84]. Various biomacromolecules, such as
arrageenans, are well known to show a pronounced change
f their macromolecular conformation in aqueous solution with
emperature, ionic strength or pH [85]. This conformational tran-
ition induces a strong variation of the stiffness and the effective
olume of the macromolecular chains. This makes them promis-
ng candidates for formation of responsive materials. As a first
tep towards responsive materials, it was shown that variations
f the polyelectrolyte chain conformation can significantly influ-
nce the internal structure as well as the mechanical behavior of
he multilayer [86].

The multilayer assemblies were formed at pH 10 by alter-
atingly adsorbing a weak polycation (PAH) and two kinds of
ig. 16. Schematic representation of the disaccharide repeat units of �- and �-
arrageenan and circular dichroism spectra of (PAH/�-carr)30 (dashed line) and
PAH/�-carr)N (from top to bottom: N = 8, 15, and 30) (continuous lines) films
easured at room temperature in dried state [86].
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dopts a structured helical conformation at room temperature
85,87].

Circular dichroism (CD) measurements performed on
PAH/�-carr)N and (PAH/�-carr)N films have confirmed that
he conformation of the polysaccharides are kept during the
ormation of the multilayers (Fig. 16). Indeed, whereas no
and was detected for optically non-active films containing �-
arrageenan, a clear decrease of the dichroic signal was observed
t wavelengths below 195 nm for �-carrageenan-based films.
he observed decrease of the dichroic signal below 195 nm
as in agreement with the presence of the negative band cen-

ered at 180 nm previously observed by others and due to the
resence of the helical structure [88]. Furthermore, the CD spec-
ra of (PAH/�-carr)N multilayers of increasing thickness clearly
howed that the higher the number of layers, the higher the
ntensity of the 180 nm band. From this, it was concluded that �-
arrageenan chains embedded into the film keep their structured
elical conformation over the whole film thickness.

The influence of the polysaccharide conformation on the mul-
ilayer morphology was checked by performing AFM imaging

easurements on 30-bilayer samples ended by a carrageenan
ayer [86]. Measurements were both carried out at room tem-
erature on dried films and on films immersed in aqueous
olution of pH 10. They revealed the presence of continuous
lms with very different morphologies depending on the car-
ageenan used. Indeed, adsorption of the flexible random coiled
-carrageenan chains onto the multilayers resulted in the forma-

ion of rough multilayers (RMS roughness ∼110 nm in wet state)
s frequently encountered when working with weakly charged
olyelectrolytes such as PAH at pH 10 [89]. In contrast, the
dsorption of stiff helices of �-carrageenan led to the formation
f a flat and well defined surface (RMS roughness ∼30 nm in
et state).
The mechanical behavior of the multilayer films was studied

y the nano-indentation of an AFM tip into (PAH/�-carr)30 and
PAH/�-carr)30 hydrated films at pH 10 [86,90,91]. The Young’s
odulus values were thus calculated from fitting the force ver-

us deformation curves upon approach. Different models were
sed in order to investigate the influence of the thickness of
he multilayer onto the elastic response of the material [92,93].
ompared to the Hertz model, the use of the thickness dependent
odels did not lead to significant improvements of the fit [86].
herefore, the Hertz model was systematically used to analyze

he data (Fig. 17). The relationship with the Young’s modulus
E) is F = 4/3(1 − ν2)ER1/2δ3/2, where F represents the applied
orce, ν the Poisson ratio, R the radius of the AFM tip and δ the
ndentation depth.

Considering the nature of the studied materials and since
o independent measurement allowed the determination of the
xact Poisson ratio, a value of 0.33 was chosen for ν [94]. The
ip radius (R) estimated after the surface modification by blind
econstruction of the tip geometry [95] was 50 nm. To obtain
eliable results, similar force versus deformation measurements

ere performed in 40 different areas of the sample. The average
oung’s moduli extracted from these samplings and determined
ccording to the Hertz model were 35 ± 5 and 7.5 ± 2 MPa for
lms prepared with �- and �-carrageenan, respectively. By con-

u
h
o

ig. 17. Approaching force vs. deformation curves (in log–log) measured for
PAH/�-carr)30 and (PAH/�-carr)30 films immersed in aqueous solution (pH 10).
ull lines are Hertz fits to the data [86].

idering this range of modulus values, the conclusion was that
hese hydrated films are relatively soft materials, like a typical
lastomeric material [90,96]. Moreover, the larger stiffness and
he higher value of Young’s modulus measured for (PAH/�-carr)
lms could be explained by the presence of structured helices
hich contribute to reinforce the mechanical properties of the

ssembly.
In conclusion, the formation of polyelectrolyte films based on

synthetic polycation, PAH and two different polysaccharides,
- and �-carrageenan, which mainly differ by their conformation,
as monitored: the inspection of the morphology and the internal

tructure of the films clearly revealed that the helical confor-
ation adopted by �-carrageenan in solution was kept during

he multilayer buildup. The presence of such ordered struc-
ures resulted in films with a higher thickness [86] and a higher
oung’s modulus compared to the unstructured �-carrageenan-
ased ones. Evidence was provided that the characteristics and
echanical properties of multilayers strongly depend on the con-

ormation of the polyelectrolyte chains used to prepare the films.
he incorporation of responsive polyelectrolytes showing con-

ormational transitions in multilayers should open new ways to
ailor-responsive materials.

. Conclusions

From a number of studies, the influence of the hydration water
n PEM has become evident, as it plays an important role for
he local structure. In addition, the degree of hydration controls
lm dynamics, since water as the solvent is sensitively tuning
olecular interactions.
In the first decade of studies of PEM, the methodological

pproaches were dominated by classical structural techniques,
or example reflectivity or QCM studies, which determine total
ayer thickness. These had mostly resulted in a simple picture
f regular layer formation with linear or exponential growth.
Concerning detailed investigations, the present review doc-
mented several novel methodological approaches to study
ydration water in PEMs, i.e. X-ray microscopy and NMR meth-
ds such as cryoporometry and solvent spin relaxation. These do
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ot only deliver novel types of information, such as pore sizes
nd water dynamics, but they are also important to close the
ap between studies of planar PEMs and of colloidal systems,
nd to make studies of both types of films comparable. Another
ovel approach was to employ field effect devices for dielectric
easurements.
Among other recent work, the experiments presented in this

eview lead to a far more complex view of the PEM system.
everal aspects could be emphasized here: One is the complex

nfluence that an adsorbed layer has on pre-deposited layers. This
ecame obvious in the water content and dynamics, and further-
ore had implications on the dielectric properties. Secondly,

he relevance of polymer–solvent interactions is documented
y the isotope effects of hydration water, which are larger than
xpected.

Further detail about the structure of water in the polymer net-
ork is provided by the discussion of the hydration kinetics in

erms of voids filled with water, or the interpretation in terms
f water pores, for which the size distribution can be analyzed.
n this context, first models of the water distribution in PEMs
re emerging and will surely become more detailed in the near
uture. They will have to be brought in connection to poros-
ty and permeation studies, where most work has been done on
onic probes in PEM. These results are more complex to inter-
ret, since the specific influence of electrostatic forces has to be
onsidered, as demonstrated by the study of polyvalent ions in
EM presented here.

In addition to these microscopic questions of solvation
nd molecular interactions, the structure and dynamics of
EM on a longer length scale, i.e. the contour length of the
hain, is relevant. This is demonstrated by the dependence of
EM mechanical properties on the polymer conformation, and
urthermore by the heterogeneous structures formed by incor-
oration of wax particles.

Finally, an advanced understanding of PEM, in particular
heir dynamic properties, has to take into account the interplay of
oth long-range forces and the fine tuning of molecular forces
ithin the stratified layers. This interplay of local and meso-

copic structure and dynamics makes PEMs very interesting and
hallenging materials.
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